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In this paper we study in detail some of fields of elliptic modular
functions and their jacobian varieties. In this direction we have a recent
work of K. Doi [1] who answered partially to the problem proposed by
E. Hecke, Y. Taniyama and G. Shimura to study the properties of jacobian
varieities of elliptic modular function fields. He showed in particular,
the existence of jacobian varieties of this kind which do not admit
decomposition into a product of elliptic curves (in the sense of isogeny).
He obtained this result by showing that there are jacobian varieties
of this kind for which the rings of endomorphisms are isomorphic to
real quadratic number fields (as is well known, an abelian variety is
simple if and only if the ring of endomorphisms is a division algebra).
His examples concern to the elliptic modular function fields corresponding
to the group Γ0(ΛO with N=22, 23, 29, 31 and 37, where the genus of
the fields (i.e. the dimension of corresponding jacobian varieties) is 2.
In the present note we carry out calculations similar to his in more
complicated cases of higher genus (by employing slightly improved
technics). The result obtained is as follows The jacobian varieties /
Γ C41)
and /
Γo
c47) corresponding to elliptic modular groups Γ0(ΛO with TV ==41 and
47, are both simple abelian varieties of dimension 3 and 4, respectively.
In the first case, the ring of endomorphisms is isomorphic to a totally
real algebraic number field of degree 4 (of which we later give a full
description). In the latter case we calculate the ring of endomorphisms
of the reduction /
Γ()(47) of /Γ{)(47) mod 5, instead of that of /Γ()(47) itself,
which turns out to be isomorphic to an algebraic number field of degree 8.
This sole fact is enough for the simplicity of /
ΓoC47) since an abelian variety
is simple whenever a reduction (modulo some prime number) is simple.
1. Criterion for «/
Γo
αv) to be simple. In this section, we shall
prove a criterion for the jacobian variety /
Γo(Λn to be simple, in slightly
improved form than [1] for the group Γ0(N) of genus g.
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1.1. Let T !, ••• >r
 g be the eigenvalues of the Hecke operator Tp
acting on the space of cusp-forms of degree-2, and let τtpj C/=l, ••• 92g)
be the eigenvalues of an /-adic representation Mfa^ of p-th power
endomorphism πp of /Γo(ΛO (reduction of /ΓO(ΛΠ modp). Then, denoting
with τtpj ( = τtpj'} the complex conjugate of τrpj> πpj and τtpj satisfy an
equation
X*-rptiX+p = 0
for some rpi (ί<Li<^g) (cf. the proof of Lemma 2 of [1]). We assume,
without loss of generality, π
 p f l and τrpl satisfy
X'-r^X+P = 0
we remark that if the characteristic polynomial of Λf/(τr/>) is irreducible
over Q, we can identify π
 f l with an element of the endomorphism ring
<Λ(7r0(Λn) of /ΓO(ΛΓ) and set Q(τtpJcιJl0(JΓQw). Now we have in [1] the
following criterion due to G. Shimura :
Criterion (A). Let /
ΓoCAn be the jacobian variety of dimension g
corresponding to Γ0(ΛO> g being the genus of Γ0(ΛO Let /ΓOCΛΠ denote
the reduction of /
ΓoCAπ mod/?, where p is a prime number not dividing
Assume that
PI)
P2) [Q(π Jι) :Q] = 2# for every positive
integer my
then e^0(/r0cΛΓ)) is isomorphic to Q(τ^fl) and /ΓO(ΛΓ) and hence /ΓO(ΛΓ) are
simple abelian varieties.
1. 2. Now we proceed to replace P2) by other conditions convenient
to apply to the case of Γ0(ΛO of higher genus.
Proposition 1. Let notations be the same as above and suppose that
the following conditions are satisfied
PI)
Ql) Q(τptι) is the unique maximal subfield of Q(τtp>l).
Then, the condition P2) in the criterion above is equivalent to
Q2) 7Γ^! is not contained in Q(τp>1) for any positive integer m.
Proof. P2HQ2) is obvious.
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Conversely, if Q(π* ύ^Q(π:
 pj for some positive integer m, then by Ql),
,ι) τhis contradicts to the condition Q2).
Criterion (B). Let /
ΓOCΛΠ> /ΓOCΛD and ^ be of the same meaning as
in criterion (A). The conclusions of criterion (A) hold if the conditions
PI), P2)', Ql), and the following Q2)' are satisfied
Q2X (rtl,p) = l(or equivalently,
Proof. By proposition 1 above, we have only to prove that the con-
ditions Ql) and Q2)' imply Q2). Suppose the contrary of Q2), ie Tz ^ e
Q(τpιι) for some integer m. Then 7t™Λ = 7t™Λ, and hence
πptl = € τtp>1, where £ denotes an m-th root of unity.
Since
it follows that (p, T
 Λ
) is divisible by τtpΛ. This contradicts to the
assumption.
1. 3. In the following, we derive a sufficient condition for Ql) to be
true. Let K and L be the smallest galois extension fields containing
Q(rpjί) and Q(τrptl) respectively, we assume the automorphism group
Auto (K/Q) of K/Q is isomorphic to the symmetric group &g of order g\.
The automorphism of L/K induces the transformation \/τ/ -> ^ , >/7ί with
€i=±l (/ = !,• ••,#), where 7i = τ5 f ί — 4p, whence Auto(LjK} = ^  is identified
with a subgroup of abelian group *& of order 28 and type (2, 2, •••,2)
consisting of all combinations (6M ••• , 6 )^ of signs ±1. Since ξ> is a normal
subgroup of Auto(L/Q) = ®, the factor group © = ©/£> (=@^) operates on
φ in a canonical way: Tg(h)=ghg~l for Aeξ), and g=g&. This implies
that ξ> contains all element (£
σC1), ••• , £<κ^) together with h = (£ly ••• , 6 )^ of
ξ), where (σ-(l), ••• , cr(^ )) is a permutation of (1, 2, ••• ,g), whence we can
infer without difficulty that ξ> is one of the following 4 subgroups of SI.
( 1 ) Sli = SI, the whole group
(2) % = {(θlf .- ,^1^.^..^ = 1} [S12:1] = 2'-1
( 3 ) Sί3 = {(1, 1, - , 1), (-1, -1, - , -1)} [3t3 : 1] = 2
(4) S14 = {(1, 1, - , 1)} [a4:l] = l
Proposition 2. TA# assumption and notations being the same as above,
Q(rptl) is the unique maximal subfield in Q(τrp>1)=Q(\/7ι) if ^=^ι or S12.
Proof. Put, JST^QOr^), L1 = Q(v/7~ι}=Q(πp,ι} First we shall show
Kr\Φ = Q for any subfield ΦΦQ of L
x
 which is not contained in K1Λ
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Since ®g^(^Auto(KIK^ί) is a maximal subgroup of @^, KJQ does not
contain any proper subfield. We have, on the other hand, L^r\K^K^.
Therefore Kr\Φ = Kr\(Φr\Ll) = (Kr\L1} A Φ- K, A Φ = Q. Let 8 be the
automorphism group Auto(L/Φ}. Since Kr\Φ = Q, we have %ξ) = ® We
put M=Φ K=ΦK1 K = L1 K. Then [M: K~] = [_L^K: K~] = 2, and so
[€> : Auto (L/M )] =2. We put & - Atfo (L/M). Then & - ξ> n8, hence
ξ>i, is a normal abelian subgroup of 8 and so & has @^®/ξ> = 8ξ>/ξ>
= 8/8A§ = 8/φ1 as an operator group. One finds however, that there
does not exist such a subgroup φj in ξ> because any element of ξ>j must
fix \/7Ϊ This completes the proof.
The assumption that 8< = Q(v/7ί) is totally imaginary of degree 2g
over Q implies ξ>φ3I4. If ξ> = Sl4, then K=L^DLiy and so L, is a subfield
of the totally real number field K. This contradicts to the assumption
on LI.
If ξ> = SI3 , then /£( VTD = #(\/τD = - = ^ (x/T^) = L, and hence
i,j = l> ••• ,g". ζij = 7i7j(iΦj} is contained in the subfield ίΓ of K corre-
sponding to a subgroup isomorphic to @2x@^_2, where K
f
 has the degree
. We
put then
( i )
( 2 ) ^(x/Q = ^(x/γO (S/f ) for some
If (1) holds, then ξ
ιz = βl2 for some βl2£K'\ hence, defining a polynomial
F(x)£Z\_x~] by F(jt:)=Π(Λ:-|:f y) we have a f acotorization F(x2)= ±Φ(x)x
Φ(-x) with Φ(x)=U(x-βij)£Z[_x']. Putting F(Λ2)=^'-Λ1^C*/-1)+ -
+( — \Y'ag', Φ(x)=x*' — b1g'-\ ----- h(-l)^V, we have g' equations in ai,bj
with integral coefficients. If these g' eqations do not have any integral
solutions, then we can conclude ΦΦ3Ϊ3. (This is the case in particular,
if a
s
 ( = Wtf'/ec$12)), is n°t the square of rational number.) If (2) holds,
then. NtffA—} must be a square of any rational number. Therefore
\ <γ /
if NK'/Q(—J is not square of any rational number, then
2. Numerical examples. In this section we apply the above results
to Γ0(41), Γ0(47). For this purpose, we determine the characteristic equa-
tion of Tp acting on S_2(Γ0(41)), S_2(Γ0(47)), the spaces of cusp form of
degree—2 corresponding to the modular groups Γ0(41), and Γ0(47) respec-
tively, by calculating traces Sp(T™) of the powers of these Tp.
Lemma. The characteristic equations of Tp with respect to S_2(Γ0(ΛO)
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are as follows. In the case the dimension of /
ΓOCΛO is 3:
29
g
In the case the dimension of /
ΓOCΛO) = ΓOCΛO is 4 :
v.
Λ —
γ
4- 8 4- 24 — U
Proof. It follows by the simple calculation as the same method as
in [1 lemma 1],
Using the trace-formula [2], we get the following table of traces
Γ0(4D
Γo(47)
genus
3
4
Sp(TJ
-2
-2
SpTj
-3
16
sρτι
0
-36
spn
24
spτι
12
36
SPTI
-20
-56
SPTI
464
SpT7
-6
spτ*7
^
SPT* s^τ?
-18 20
s/>r?
66
The characteristic equations of T5 and T7 with respect to S_2(Γ0(41))
are Z34-2X2-4X-4-0 and X3-6X2 + 8X-2 = 0 respectionaly, and that
of T5 with respect to S_2(Γ0(49)) is X* + 2X3-16X2- 16X4- 48 = 0. These
equations are irreducible over Q. Let K, Kr, K" be respectively the
smallest galois extension fields containing Q(τ5fl), Q(τ7>1) and Q(^5>ι), where
'
48 = 0. Then we know by simple calculation that the galois groups of
K, Kf are both isomorphic to the symmetric group @3 of order 3! and
that of K/f is isomorphic to @4 of order 4!.
Case Γ0(41), T5, if (1) in 1.3 holds, there should be the following
relations among the coefficients b{ of Φ(x) and the a{ of F(x) (7,-= τ§ x—20
(/ = !, 2, 3), ξij=rYi 7j and F(x) = H(x—f,-,-) = x3 — alx2 4- a2x — <z3 : 2b2 — b =
ij
752 = 24 47, 61-2*Λ = 172866, δi=-24.239 While the corresponding rela-
tions for /7 are 2&2-£? = 2
2
 52 37, b\-2b& = 26 13 1667, 6i=-24 239).
However, these equations do not have any rational solution δt . If (2)
in 1.3 hold, β(τ5§1)(\/SD = /ίΓ=Q(τ5iiχx/S), where Z)( = 24 37) is the dis-
criminant of the equation JΓ3 + 2JΓ2-4JΓ-4 = 0. Then NQ^r )/Qf—
5,1 ^^
must be a square of a rational number. But we get Λ^Cτ5 p/βί—
A/" /"ry Ί2 ^94.9^QVfv«^ jAT^
 =
 ^  ^v) _
 Therefore φ φ^. Obviously φ ΦSI4 ([L: /C] Φ1).
U £ ρ?
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This, together with Proposition 2, shows that β(τB§1) is the unique maximal
subfield in Q(τ5>1) By an analogous argument we see also that Q(τ7pl) is
the unique maximal subfield in Q(π7>l). Thus, for the case of Γ(41), the
conditions of criterion (B) are whole satisfied
5/T6-41 (7/Γ6-41)
PI)
P2')
Ql) Q(τ5>1) (<2(τ7fl)) is the unique maximal subfield in
Q2') (Λ^.P,g(rβil), 5) = (4,5) = 1
(tfcττ.υ/<ιKι)> 7) = (2, 7) = 1)
Hence Jf0(/r0c4i>) c= cJ0(/Γ()(4υ mod 5) ^  Q(τr5>1)
and c^0(/r0c4i)) d ^ ?0(/Γo(41) mod 7) ^  Q(τr7>1) .
Moreover, we have in this case, τ5 1 = 4τ71 — T? x — 2 which implies (^^ ,1) =
τiι-20\ 22.239
>
 1847*Q(τ7fl), while Q(τr5>1)ΦQ(7r7,ι) because we have Λ^QCτ5>1)/Q 2 ι _28
Therefore <JΓ0(/ΓoC4θ)^Q(τ
Case Γ0(47), T5 :
(210 23 5)3, ie ?12 is not # square of any element /8 of K0^Q(ξ12\ where
Hence
(1) in 1. 3 does not hold. Let us now assume the condition (2) in
1.3. We have then [/Γ0(\/|72) : K0]-2. Since in this case Auto(K/KQ)^
{1, (12), (34), (12X34)} d@4, we have
or
or
where
(i i)
Auto(K/KQ(V^2}) « {1, (12)} ......... ( i )
«{1,(34)} ......... ( i i)
^ {1, (12X34)} - (iii),
(iii) ^ K0(\/ξ^) = ^0(^ 5.1 -^5,2(^5,3- ^ 5,4))
Therefore f u
and
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Nk /Q( - -- fy ---- ) must be squares of rational numbers. In our
~ * * -
2 /
case however,
230 233 53
ff. J g« } = 2
°
 / g
- - 24
. 224.36.22 89501 23
23° 233 53
4
 8950Γ 232
hence (2) does not hold. Hence £>Φ213. We have further (?/5 1,5) =
(NQtv
s
,i)/Q(vs,ι)> 5) = (48, 5) = 1. By Proposition 2 and Criterion (B),
(<-Λ/r0c47) m°d 5)^Q(τr5fl). Therefore /Γoc47) is simple, and so is /ΓoC47) simple.
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